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Abstract
In this paper, an approach for design optimization of serial-link redundant manipulator is presented with exemplar optimizations 
on a 3-R planar and a 5-R spatial manipulator. The optimization is based on a global kinematic performance metric, which is 
chosen to be the Global Conditioning Index (GCI) based on condition number of manipulator Jacobian. The workspaces of 3-R 
planar and 5-R spatial manipulators are numerically computed using Monte Carlo technique in task space, which is utilized in 
evaluating the GCI. An algorithm is developed to compute the inverse kinematics of the 3-R planar and the 5-R spatial 
manipulators in finding the workspace and in turn the optimized solutions. Finally, design optimization problems are formulated 
for the 3-R and 5-R manipulator cases using the GCI as the objective function and solved (orientation of the end-effector is not 
included here). Further, genetic algorithm based method is used to solve the problem in validating the optimization results.  
© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd.
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1. Introduction
Redundant manipulators are chosen in many applications in view of obtaining improvements in performance. In 
redundant manipulator, the extra DOFs can be used to perform a number of secondary tasks in enhancing
manipulator’s ability [1-2]. Mostly design optimization of a manipulator is based on manipulator Jacobian-based 
© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license 
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/).
Peer-review under responsibility of the Organizing Committee of ICIAME 2014.
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kinematics performance metrics such as condition number, manipulability, dynamic manipulability etc. The ability 
to perform a secondary objective/task in addition to the primary task of reachability is sometimes defined as 
dexterity, characterized by a performance metric. One important problem of manipulator design is deciding the link 
lengths or their ratios. The design optimization computes the link lengths for an optimal performance in terms of a 
quantified metric or combination of metrics (in multi-objective formulation). Salisbury and Craig [3] used the 
condition number of the manipulator Jacobian matrix as an optimization criterion to obtain the dimensions for the 
fingers of the Stanford/JPL articulated hand. Klein and Blaho [4] used condition number to design a manipulator for 
isotropy at a working point for a fixed total arm length. Angeles in [5] proposed manipulator Conditioning Index
(CI). These metrics are only local measures. Gosselin and Angeles in [6] proposed a “Global Conditioning Index” 
(GCI) as a ratio of an integral of the reciprocal of condition number of Jacobian over the whole workspace to the 
volume of the manipulator workspace. This globally defined metric addresses optimization of the manipulator over 
the entire workspace. 
This article proposes design optimization of a serial link manipulator based on the Global Conditioning Index 
(GCI) as defined in [6]. Computation of GCI requires knowledge of workspace volume of robot manipulator.  Many 
methods exist in literatures which are based on analytical [7-8] or numerical methods [9-10] for determination of 
manipulator’s workspace. Numerical methods are mostly used for more than three degrees of freedom spatial 
manipulators to determine approximate boundary surfaces. Among numerical procedures, Monte Carlo method is an 
interesting choice. Most of the implementations of Monte Carlo method found in literature are in joint space. 
    The present article proposes a Monte Carlo implementation in the task space for workspace volume evaluations. 
With the definition of GCI as the objective function, a formulation for link length optimization of the manipulator is 
presented here. An algorithm is presented for numerical solution of the optimization, with evaluation of GCI in each 
solution iteration. Exemplar implementations for planar 3-R and spatial 5-R manipulator designs are depicted. To be 
noted that examples do not deal with end-effector orientation and thereby the unit mismatch in the computation of 
condition number of Jacobian is avoided. 
The article is organized as in the following: Section-2 describes   inverse kinematic solutions. Section-3 depicts 
the procedure for workspace evolution. Then kinematics performance metric is delineated in Section-4. The link 
length or link ratios optimization procedures for 3-DOF and 5-DOF manipulators are illustrated in Section-5 along 
with the results, followed by the conclusion and future work in the last section. 
2. Inverse Kinematics 
     The forward kinematic equation of an n-DOF manipulator can be written as 
                                                                       )(qfx                                                                                               (1)          
Where, x Rm is the end effector pose in m-dimensional task space, q Rn  is the joint space variable vector of 
dimension n and  f is a nonlinear vector function obtained from the particular kinematic structure of the 
manipulator. Inverse kinematics requires to find f -1 in order to find one or more joint angle vectors for a given end-
effector position and orientation, such that 
)(1 xfq                             (2)
For redundant manipulator, a specific inverse kinematic solution with minimum norm can be obtained by using the 
Moor-Penrose pseudoinverse of  J(q) [18],
                                                                     xqJq ' ' )(#                      (3)
where, J#(q) = JT(q)(J(q) JT(q)) -1 (or, a weighted version of the pseudoinverse) which minimizes the quadratic form
(ǻTTǻT) at the configuration q. But this does not guarantee avoidance of all occurrences of singularity. A more 
general solution of inverse kinematic is given by
                                                   0
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Eq.(4) is a non-minimum norm solution, where a homogeneous term is added to the minimum norm solution. In x n is 
an identity matrix of dimension n and ǻT0 is an arbitrary vector, denoting null-space motion. The null-space 
displacement (the homogeneous term) is added with the minimum-norm-term through a projection operator (In x n -
J#J). This non-minimum norm solution allows reaching a secondary objective for dexterity. One way of obtaining 
ǻT0 is through the gradient of a scalar objective function Ɍ;ƋͿ (the secondary function to be satisfied for dexterity) 
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such that  ǻT0 = -NǻɌ;ƋͿ where is a positive constant.
In this paper, instead a numerical algorithmic strategy is taken.  The inverse kinematics and redundancy 
resolution is solved by prioritizing the tasks – the primary task being the reachability to a point in workspace ( Xg, 
Yg, Zg) and the secondary task being a configuration where the manipulator Jacobian attains a minimum condition 
number (the most isotropic configuration). For primary task, a geometrical approach is employed to solve inverse 
kinematics and among all the feasible solutions, the configuration with Jacobian of minimum condition number is 
selected in an iterative procedure. Two cases are considered here, one planar 3-R structure of Fig.1(a) and one 
spatial 5-R structure of Fig.1(b).
It is to be noted that to deal with unit mismatch presence in the Jacobian, relating the joint space and task space 
velocities, the Jacobian is normalized customarily before computing the condition number [5]. However, in the 
exemplar implementations in this article, the Jacobian is not normalized, since, only the position of the end-effector 
is considered here (not the orientation).
The inverse kinematics has been divided into two sub-problems for implementation in this article, namely planar 
and spatial. The algorithm for planar sub-problem is employed for the spatial manipulator, when more than two links 
lie in a plane. The planar sub-problem involves repetitive use of inverse kinematics solution of 2-link planar arm 
with respect to of some reference configuration and incrementing the previous joint angle till the maximum value in 
its range is reached. The condition number of the manipulator Jacobian is computed at each inverse kinematics 
configuration for one reachable goal point within the workspace. Configuration with minimum condition number 
may lead to an optimal solution. 
     
First three joints of the 5-R arm (see Fig 1(b)) are of intersecting type using a differential shoulder mechanism 
with links l00 = l01 = l02 = 0.  Inverse kinematics for the spatial 5-R arm of  Fig.1(b) needs specific geometric 
considerations to be solved. XYZ coordinate frame is attached at the base of the manipulator. The inverse 
kinematics of 5-R spatial manipulator is evaluated using the following steps:
Step 1: From given goal point Pg (Xg, Yg, Zg) draw projection onto X-Y plane  and calculate angle ɽƍ1 (angle 
between home reference plane and projection plane on X-Y from goal point) which is evaluated when ʔсϬ ĂŶĚ ɽ3=0
(swivel arm angle, ʔ is also zero, the swivel arm angle is defined as the angle between arm plane and reference 
plane, see Fig. 2).
                                                        )/(tan 11' gg XY
 T                                                                                            (5)
Step 2: Take ɽƍ2 corresponding to a angle formed by link1 (when ʔсϬ ĂŶĚ ɽ3=0), such  that the distance between 
elbow1 position Pƍe1 (see Fig.2) and goal point Pg is less than or equal to (l2 + l3 ).
Step3: Angles ɽ4 and ɽ5 (for elbow1 and elbow2) are independent of  swivel arm angle, ʔ . So angle ɽ4 and ɽ5 are
calculate as Eq.(6) and Eq.(7)
Link3, l3
Link01, l01
Link1, l1
Link02, l02
Link2, l2
-ș
-ș
-ș
-ș
-ș
Link00, l00
Link3, l3
Link2, l2
Link1, l1
Figure 1. (a) 3R planar robot (b) spatial 5-R manipulator. The nomenclatures of joints and links are shown in the figure. It is
assumed that  the 3dof shoulder is of intersecting type  using a differential shoulder , making  l00 = l01 = l02 = 0.
(b)
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Pƍe1x , Pƍe1y and Pƍe1z are the respectively x, y and z coordinate of the elbow1 position Pƍe1. (see Fig.2)
Step4:  Find elbows new positions in swivel arm plane (after rotating the reference plane by swivel arm angle,ʔ):
    Now elbow1 and elbow2 position Pƍe1 and Pƍe2 is rotated by an angle ʔ  about the Psg (see Fig.2). After rotation the 
new elbows positions are Pe1 and Pe2 respectively. Calculate the new elbows positions using the Rodrigues’ rotation 
formula as given in  eq. (8). If elbow1 position vector corresponding to Pƍe1 is represented by r1 , then after rotation 
by angle ʔĂďŽƵƚƚŚĞWsg , new elbow1 position Pe1 is given by  r2 as
                                                     )cos1)((sin)(cos 1112 III u srsrsrr
T                                                     (8)
                      where                      sgsg PPPPs  )(                                                                                    (9)
         Ps is the position of shoulder with respect to base.
Step 5: Find first two joint angles (ɽ1 and ɽ2) from elbow1 new position Pe1. 
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Pe1x , Pe1y and Pe1z are the respectively X, Y and Z coordinate of the elbow1 new position Pe1 (see Fig.2). 
Step6:  Roll angle ɽ3 calculation: Evaluate the elbow2 new position Pe2 (see Fig.3) using step 4.  Elbow2 new 
position is function of ɽ1 , ɽ2 , ɽ3 and  ɽ4 and from these ɽ3 is calculated as 
                                   )sincos()sincoscos(cos 24342221213 TTTTTT """   zeP                                       (12)
                                                 
where Pe2z  represent the z- coordinate of elbow2 new position Pe2. 
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Figure 2. Definition of reference plane (ʔ=0) and swivel arm
angle ʔ, elbow1 and elbow2 rotates about vector Psg (through
shoulder, Ps to goal, Pg) on circles whose centres are C1 and C2
respectively. Elbows positions Pƍe1 and Pƍe2 on reference plane,
elbows positions Pe1 and Pe2  on arm plane.
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Figure 3. Simulation of feasible Poses for different swivel
arm angle, ĳ7KHJUHHQFRQILJXUDWLRQVKRZVWKHUHIHUHQFH
plane and black line shows the rotation axis.
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From above six steps one set of 5-R manipulator joints angles ɽ1͕ ɽ2͕ ɽ3͕ ɽ4 ĂŶĚ ɽ5 are evaluated. Fig. 3 shows the 
different configuration of 5-R manipulator for different swivel arm angle, ʔ.  In this simulation the shoulder  is at 
position (0,0,0) , the   goal  at position  (850,300,200) and link lengths l1 , l2, and l3 are 500mm, 300mm and 200mm  
respectively. In this figure the dotted points indicate the elbows positions. The two circles are formed by the dotted 
points that indicate the path of the elbow1 and elbow2. Note that from elbow1 position to goal position we have 
shown only one configuration here (although there are two configurations are possible, elbow up and elbow down 
configurations). In Fig.3, the green configuration shows the reference plane of the robot arm where swivel arm 
angle, ʔis zero.  
3. Workspace Evaluation
The evaluation of workspace of a manipulator is necessary for the evaluation of Global Conditioning Index. 
Numerical methods are mostly used for spatial redundant manipulators.  Monte Carlo random sampling numerical 
method was proposed by Rastegar and Perel [9] to generate the workspaces and the boundary surfaces of 
manipulators using forward kinematics. Rastegar and Perel applied the Monte Carlo method in the joint space of the 
manipulator to estimate the workspace. Similarly, Alciatore in [10] and Cao  [11] also employed the Monte Carlo 
technique in joint space. This article employs Monte Carlo method for workspace computation in task space in 
contrary to many implementations in joint space found in literature. Here first a box is defined with sides of length 
greater than or equal to the double of maximum reach of the manipulator and the uniform random points are 
generated in the whole volume of the box. For the present case (5-R spatial manipulator) longest side of the box is 
taken as slightly greater than sum of double the maximum reach lengths (2l1 + 2l2 + 2l3). The manipulator base is 
kept at the origin of the box. An inverse kinematics algorithm is applied for each point in the box and it is checked 
whether the point is within reachable workspace or not (restricting the computed joint angles within joint motion 
range). This method does not need to generate the boundary for calculation of the workspace. Let N be the total 
number of uniform random points generated within the box and  N0 be the numbers of those points reachable by the 
manipulator.  The workspace volume is then evaluated as:     where,   V = volume of the box                                                
    Workspace volume =  VNN0                                                                    .                                                   (13)
                                
Fig.4 shows the simulation work space (represented by dark blue points, red points are distributed random points in 
whole workspace, here shown only half part) of 5-R redundant manipulator (as shown in Fig.1.b.) with joint angle 
ranges are ɽ1[0,S], ɽ2[0,S], ɽ3[0,S], ɽ4[0,S],  ɽ5[0,S], and l1 , l2  and l3 are 500mm, 300mm and 200mm  
respectively.  
Figure 4. Workspace (dark blue points) of 5-R spatial manipulator. Red points are random points
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4. The Global Performance Metric
      Global performance metrics have been commonly used for many potential applications in robotics, i.e. optimal 
design purpose, trajectory planning, redundancy treatment and dexterity analysis. Again dexterity of a robot 
manipulator is said to be the ability to perform one or more secondary tasks over mere reachability. One of the 
reasons of having redundancy in a manipulator kinematic structure is to achieve some degree of dexterity.  This 
article chooses the Global Conditioning Index proposed by Gosselin and Angeles [6]. The condition number of the 
Jacobian, J can be computed as the ratio of the maximum to minimum singular values of J i.e, N- ımaxımin
where the singular values are obtained through singular value decomposition of J. Angeles in [5] defined a quantity 
called as Local Conditioning Index (LCI) equaling reciprocal of the condition number (1/k(J)); to be noted that LCI 
varies between 0 and 1. This index gives a local measure of kinematic performance at a given configuration.  In 
order to get a global performance measure, the local conditioning index is evaluated all over the workspace so that 
the Global Conditioning Index (GCI), Ș is given by
                                         W
A K ;   where,   ³ 
w
dwJkA )(/1 and  ³ wdwW                                                   (14)
         where, W being the workspace  of the manipulator. Clearly 0 Ș
  Let ki(J) be the condition number of corresponding to a configuration at the ith  reachable point in the workspace.  
For numerical computation of GCI using discrete points (randomly generated), the above definition reduces to a 
single average of the reciprocal of condition numbers for all the reachable points.  Thus, GCI can be rewritten as
                                     ¦  01
0
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where i represents the ith  individual discrete  point in the reachable workspace.  To be noted that, on the 
boundary of workspace 1/k(J)  becomes zero. Maximizing the conditioning index will make the manipulator 
approaching isotropy.
5. Optimization Problem Formulation and Evaluation
      This article addresses problem formulation of the optimization, where the performance metric (GCI) chosen is 
function of link lengths.  Instead of absolute link length, length ratios are considered in the formulation, reducing the 
complexity of the problem.  With the definition of GCI as in section 4, the following maximization problem is 
formulated:     
)}({max i
r
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i
K                       
                                          Subject to                       
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n
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              Where,   j = 1 to n ;   i =(n-1);   ri =( l i / l i+1 );
Subscripts u and l denote upper and lower limits respectively, ri  is the length ratio of link-i to link-(i+1) , qj is the jth  
joint angle. 
       A scheme to solve the optimization problem is shown in Fig. 5. In Fig.1(a), a 3-R manipulator with link lengths 
l1 , l2, and l3 shown whose task space is 2DOF.  Hence 3-R planar robot becomes a redundant robot. The optimization 
results of this 3-R planar robot are shown in Fig.6. Here the optimum link ratios are found to be l1/l2 = 1.20 and l2/l3
= 1.05. Similarly simulation result for 5-R spatial manipulator (see Fig.1(b)) is shown in Fig.7. The optimum link 
ratios obtained are l1/l2 = 1.5 and l2/l3 = 0.9. 
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       Optimization problem is also solved by the binary-coded Genetic Algorithm (GA) [12]. Binary-coded GA 
begins with a population of initial solutions that are selected at random. The fitness is assigned to all the solutions in 
population. Then population is accomplished by three main operators, namely reproduction, crossover and mutation. 
In this study, GA-based optimization is implemented by using the Genetic algorithm  Matlab toolbox©. As the 
performance of a GA depends on its parameters, a systematic and thorough study is carried out to determine the 
optimal set of GA-parameters. The following GA-parameters are found to give the best results during the GA-based 
optimization of   3-DOF manipulator:  population size = 20; creation function: uniform; fitness scaling function= 
rank; selection function = roulette; crossover function = scattered; crossover fraction = 0.8; mutation function = 
adaptive feasible; maximum number of generations = 50.  After 50 generations the optimal link-length ratios are 
obtained as l1/l2 = 1.202 and  l2/l3 = 1.085.
      Similarly, the following GA-parameters are found to yield the best results during the GA-based optimization of 
GCI of 5-DOF spatial manipulator arm: population size = 20; creation function: uniform; fitness scaling function= 
Figure 5.  Proposed optimization algorithm
Joint angles ranges, link length 
ranges, initialize design variables
   No Yes
Changing kinematic Parameters
Evaluation of workspace
Maximized ?
Evaluation of Inverse kinematics
Jacobian, J
  Start
  Optimal design variable (links length)
End
Conditioning Index, 1/k( J)
Evaluation of Global 
Conditioning Index (GCI) 
Figure 6. 3D plot of GCI distribution over link ratios of Figure 7. 3D plot of GCI distribution over link ratios of 
spatial 5-R manipulator.
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rank; selection function = roulette; crossover function = scattered; crossover fraction = 0.85; mutation function = 
adaptive feasible; maximum number of generations = 80.  The optimal vales of link-length ratios are turned out to be 
equal to l1/l2 = 1.506 and l2/l3 = 0.87. It has been observed that the results generated using GA are in excellent 
agreement with those obtained with numerical method.
6. Conclusion and Future Work
This article presents an approach for design optimization of redundant serial link manipulators. Two specific 
geometries are considered for the implementations, namely a 3-R planar and a 5-R spatial manipulator. It is to be 
noted that, end-effector orientation is not considered in the exemplar implementations, which eliminates the problem 
of unit mismatch in using the Jacobian for computing its condition number. However, for general problem with end-
effector orientation, the Jacobian must be normalized before computing the condition number. The optimization is 
based on a performance metric with link lengths as the chosen design variables. The performance metric chosen is a 
Global Conditioning Index proposed by Gosselin and Angeles, which requires evaluation of the manipulator 
workspace volume. The workspaces of the manipulators are numerically evaluated using Monte Carlo technique in 
task space unlike many joint space implementation found in literature. The implementation of Monte Carlo 
technique in task space is more intuitive; however, Cartesian space implementation requires inverse kinematics to be 
solved. This article also describes inverse kinematics of the redundant manipulators in consideration here. In doing 
so, sub-problem is formulated for planar redundancy resolution iteratively. This formulation is further used in doing 
inverse kinematics for spatial arm. Then the design optimization is formulated using the objective of maximizing the 
Global Conditioning Index (GCI), where the design variables are link length ratios. The optimization is solved 
firstly using a grid search method. Then Genetic algorithm technique is utilized to solve the same problem, using 
genetic algorithm toolbox of Matlab©. The results of the search method are in good agreement with the results 
obtained using genetic algorithm. This article only addresses the approach to optimize a redundant manipulator 
based on one performance metric. Complexity analysis of and optimization on the algorithms are part of future 
work.  Future work also will involve multi-objective formulation for optimization of the manipulators, based on 
various performance measures of redundant robot arms. 
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